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F.I.E regulation spool compatible with any recorder. Moulded fibre glass case, self colour with integral handle. Triple 
core cable, plastic covered with Kevlar strain cord reinforcement. Stainless steel commutator with silver studs gives 
perfect contact at all times. Every part is replaceable from our price list and the complete spool can be taken apart 
or assembled in under 30 seconds without using any tools.
 
Statistics
Size: 230 x 150 x 240 mm
Weight: 3.5 Kilos
Shipping & Postal Information
Size: 310 x 280 x 220
Weight including packing 4 Kilos
Please refer to spool components sheet.

Instructions.
1) Place the spool on its side with the three pin socket facing upwards. Undo the centre knurled nut (C66NUK) and 
lift the top half of the casing off making sure the nozzel remains in the lower black half.

2) While holding on to the lower spool case lift the fencers end socket (C66FES) and nozzle from its position in the 
lower case to allow the wire carrier and fencers end socket to revolve anti-clockwiseslowly until it comes to rest.

3) Now the spool brush assembly can be removed by pulling upwards and lifting the brush arms away from the 
commutator rings.

4) Lift the spool wire carrier with spool cable and fencer end socket off the spool spindle (C66SPL). Lift off each 
complete spring case (C66SPC) in turn.

5) To reassemble go through all the operations above in reverse order, and retension the springs by holding the 
fencer end socket and nozzle whilst rotating the wire carrier 15 times in a clockwise direction and then replace the 
nozzle. 

Early models of spools have all metal spring cases and use replacements springs, reference number C66SO. Old type 
metal spring cases are interchangeable with the new plastic model C66SPC.
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